
Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall 

Air Conditioner/Heat Pump with Puron® Refrigerant

Willis Carrier invented air conditioning in 1902. Over 100 years later, we’re proud to say Carrier systems are trusted in more

homes than any other brand.

Carrier continues to be on the forefront of innovative engineering and unsurpassed standards of excellence. So when

choosing a home comfort system, you’ll want to turn to the experts. Your Carrier dealer will evaluate your home, such as

window placement and size, ductwork, other structural specifics and lifestyle to provide a customized indoor comfort plan

designed specifically for you. And when you have an expert helping you make an educated decision, you’re going to feel

more comfortable. 

Turn to the Experts

A member of the United Technologies Corporation family.

Stock Symbol UTX.

© Carrier Corporation 2008 01-DFS-008-01

Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without
notice or without incurring obligations.

www.carrier.com 1-800-CARRIER

High-Efficiency Solutions for Unique Heating and Cooling Needs

Always look for these symbols, the air conditioning and
heat pump industry seals of certified performance,
efficiency and capacity.

TM
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Innovation 

Since 1902

Carrier has been the world's

leading indoor comfort inno-

vator since 1902. Today, as the

world's largest manufacturer

of HVAC systems and equip-

ment, we ship a new product

every three seconds.  But we

deliver more than just the

hardware. We provide innova-

tive total comfort solutions

backed by world-class factory

support. So when your com-

fort challenges demand duct-

free systems, one name

should come to mind: Carrier.

Imagine relaxing in a beautiful new sun

room, entertaining friends and family in

a new game room, or sitting down with

clients in a converted conference room.

Then, imagine how you're going to keep

that fabulous new space comfortable.

That's when you call Carrier. Carrier brings

a heritage of comfort to your home or

office, offering expert solutions to the

most challenging needs. Designed to

provide comfort where typical forced air

systems can't, and offering a more ele-

gant solution than a window unit, a

Carrier Performance™ Series Duct-Free

High Wall Air Conditioner or Heat Pump

could be the perfect solution for your

perfect new space.

The Carrier Comfort Experience

To ensure a totally comfortable experience, the Carrier Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall

system automatically responds to changes in room temperature. At the same time, it's an economical

choice for heating and cooling comfort with several money-saving features:

Quiet, efficient, and backed by the innovative leader in indoor comfort systems,

a Carrier Duct-Free High Wall Air Conditioner or Heat Pump is a great choice

for your unique heating and cooling needs.

l Enjoy comfort only during the times you are

using the space and without conditioning the

entire home or office

l Leave the system off while you're away and

have it turn on for comfort when you return

with the automatic timer

l And, for additional money-saving efficiency,

the sleep mode automatically adjusts your

set points and fan speed at night. 

The Economy of Comfort

Warranty

Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps are protected by a

five-year limited warranty on the compressor and a one-year limited warranty on the entire unit.

Extended warranties are also available. Ask your Carrier dealer for details.

Things to Consider Before You Buy

YEAR
LIMITED

WARRANTY

5

A Comfortable Fit

Whether you are creating a home theater for relaxation, designing an exercise room for

a vigorous workout, or remodeling an office space to take care of business, a Carrier

Duct-Free High Wall system is a comfortable fit. A slim, compact cabinet with optional

designer colors sits unobtrusively on the wall, discreetly blending into most interior

designs. And you won't believe the comfort as conditioned air is quietly and gently

directed to every corner of the room. It's a fully featured system that couldn't be easier

to operate and maintain.

l Take control of your comfort with the

sophisticated yet intuitive and easy to

use infrared remote

l Enjoy quiet comfort with sound levels

that fall comfortably between a whisper

and an average conversation

l Customize your comfort with motorized

louvers that can sweep to spread con-

ditioned air or be “locked in” to focus

on a specific area

l Extend your comfort during hot and

sticky summers with our dehumidifica-

tion mode

l Maintain your comfort with an easy-to-

remove filter that can be cleaned in a

utility sink 

l Experience peace of mind with the full

backing of Carrier's nationwide network

of Expert dealers

Whisper Conversation Fan Refrigerator

Performance
™

 Duct-Free

Puron® High Wall 

This slim and attractive indoor unit is matched with
one of our horizontal discharge outdoor units, an
indoor unit, and a wireless remote controller.

Carrier Duct-Free High
Wall systems deliver
environmentally sound
comfort with Puron®

refrigerant.

Cooling Only – Single-Speed System – Performance™ Series

Sound Rating (dBa)

Nominal Indoor Model Outdoor Model SEER Power        Power Dimension (WxDxH in.) Unit Weights (lbs) Indoor Indoor Outdoor Outdoor

Capacity/Btu/Hr Indoor         Outdoor Indoor        Outdoor Inside Outside Power Pressure Power Pressure

18,000 40QNC01824-3 38HDF018---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x25 27 166 59 48 66 55

24,000 40QNC01824-3 38HDF024---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x32 27 176 59 48 66 55

30,000 40QNC030---3 38HDF030---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 36x15x32 60 187 60 49 72 61

36,000 40QNC036---3 38HDF036---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250 62 51 72 61

36,000 40QNC036---3 38HDF036---5 13.0 208/230 208/230-3 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250* 62 51 72 61

36,000 40QNC036---3 38HDF036---6 13.0 208/230 460-3 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250* 62 51 72 61

Heat Pump – Single-Speed Systems – Performance™ Series

Sound Rating (dBa)

Nominal Indoor Model Outdoor Model SEER HSPF Power       Power Dimension (WxDxH in.) Unit Weights (lbs) Indoor Indoor Outdoor Outdoor

Capacity/Btu/Hr Indoor        Outdoor Indoor        Outdoor Inside Outside Power Pressure Power Pressure

18,000 40QNQ018---3 38QRF018---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x25 27 167 59 48 66 55

24,000 40QNQ024---3 38QRF024---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x32 27 176    59 48 66 55

30,000 40QNQ030---3 38QRF030---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 187    60 49 72 61

36,000 40QNQ036---3 38QRF036---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 232 62 51 72 61

36,000 40QNQ036---3 38QRF036---5 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230-3 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250* 62 51 72 61

36,000 40QNQ036---3 38QRF036---6 13.0 7.7 208/230 460-3 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250* 62 51 72 61
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Since 1902

Carrier has been the world's

leading indoor comfort inno-

vator since 1902. Today, as the

world's largest manufacturer

of HVAC systems and equip-

ment, we ship a new product

every three seconds.  But we

deliver more than just the

hardware. We provide innova-

tive total comfort solutions

backed by world-class factory

support. So when your com-

fort challenges demand duct-

free systems, one name

should come to mind: Carrier.

Imagine relaxing in a beautiful new sun

room, entertaining friends and family in

a new game room, or sitting down with

clients in a converted conference room.

Then, imagine how you're going to keep

that fabulous new space comfortable.

That's when you call Carrier. Carrier brings

a heritage of comfort to your home or
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most challenging needs. Designed to

provide comfort where typical forced air

systems can't, and offering a more ele-

gant solution than a window unit, a
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High Wall Air Conditioner or Heat Pump
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perfect new space.

The Carrier Comfort Experience

To ensure a totally comfortable experience, the Carrier Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall

system automatically responds to changes in room temperature. At the same time, it's an economical

choice for heating and cooling comfort with several money-saving features:

Quiet, efficient, and backed by the innovative leader in indoor comfort systems,

a Carrier Duct-Free High Wall Air Conditioner or Heat Pump is a great choice

for your unique heating and cooling needs.

l Enjoy comfort only during the times you are

using the space and without conditioning the

entire home or office

l Leave the system off while you're away and

have it turn on for comfort when you return

with the automatic timer

l And, for additional money-saving efficiency,

the sleep mode automatically adjusts your

set points and fan speed at night. 
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Warranty

Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps are protected by a

five-year limited warranty on the compressor and a one-year limited warranty on the entire unit.

Extended warranties are also available. Ask your Carrier dealer for details.

Things to Consider Before You Buy
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A Comfortable Fit

Whether you are creating a home theater for relaxation, designing an exercise room for

a vigorous workout, or remodeling an office space to take care of business, a Carrier

Duct-Free High Wall system is a comfortable fit. A slim, compact cabinet with optional

designer colors sits unobtrusively on the wall, discreetly blending into most interior

designs. And you won't believe the comfort as conditioned air is quietly and gently

directed to every corner of the room. It's a fully featured system that couldn't be easier

to operate and maintain.

l Take control of your comfort with the

sophisticated yet intuitive and easy to

use infrared remote

l Enjoy quiet comfort with sound levels

that fall comfortably between a whisper

and an average conversation

l Customize your comfort with motorized

louvers that can sweep to spread con-

ditioned air or be “locked in” to focus

on a specific area

l Extend your comfort during hot and

sticky summers with our dehumidifica-

tion mode

l Maintain your comfort with an easy-to-

remove filter that can be cleaned in a
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Whisper Conversation Fan Refrigerator

Performance
™

 Duct-Free

Puron® High Wall 

This slim and attractive indoor unit is matched with
one of our horizontal discharge outdoor units, an
indoor unit, and a wireless remote controller.

Carrier Duct-Free High
Wall systems deliver
environmentally sound
comfort with Puron®

refrigerant.

Cooling Only – Single-Speed System – Performance™ Series

Sound Rating (dBa)

Nominal Indoor Model Outdoor Model SEER Power        Power Dimension (WxDxH in.) Unit Weights (lbs) Indoor Indoor Outdoor Outdoor

Capacity/Btu/Hr Indoor         Outdoor Indoor        Outdoor Inside Outside Power Pressure Power Pressure

18,000 40QNC01824-3 38HDF018---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x25 27 166 59 48 66 55

24,000 40QNC01824-3 38HDF024---3 13.0 208/230 208/230 42x8x12 36x15x32 27 176 59 48 66 55
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30,000 40QNQ030---3 38QRF030---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 187    60 49 72 61

36,000 40QNQ036---3 38QRF036---3 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 232 62 51 72 61

36,000 40QNQ036---3 38QRF036---5 13.0 7.7 208/230 208/230-3 58x10x14 45x17x37 60 250* 62 51 72 61
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Performance™ Series Duct-Free High Wall 

Air Conditioner/Heat Pump with Puron® Refrigerant

Willis Carrier invented air conditioning in 1902. Over 100 years later, we’re proud to say Carrier systems are trusted in more

homes than any other brand.

Carrier continues to be on the forefront of innovative engineering and unsurpassed standards of excellence. So when

choosing a home comfort system, you’ll want to turn to the experts. Your Carrier dealer will evaluate your home, such as

window placement and size, ductwork, other structural specifics and lifestyle to provide a customized indoor comfort plan

designed specifically for you. And when you have an expert helping you make an educated decision, you’re going to feel

more comfortable. 
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